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QUESTION 1

Storage lifecycle policy SLP1 is used to perform a backup and duplication. The backup is always a small, 100MB
backup. The master server host properties for SLP Parameters are set to the default values. 

How can the administrator ensure the duplications run as soon as possible after the backup completes? 

A. reduce the Job submission interval setting to 0 

B. reduce the Minimum size per duplication job setting to 50 MB 

C. right-click SLP1 and select Manual Relocation to Final Destination 

D. increase the Priority for secondary operations in the SLP 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator has a job that has failed. Upon reviewing the Detailed Status tab for the job, the administrator sees the
following information: 

Which setting value prevented the job from running during the backup window? 

A. the Global Attributes > Maximum jobs per client master server host property 

B. the Timeouts > Client read timeout master server host property 

C. the Maximum concurrent jobs storage unit setting 

D. the Limit jobs per policy policy setting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3
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A backup image on tape is due to expire in one week. The administrator needs to keep the image available for restore
indefinitely. 

Which two methods can be used to accomplish this goal? (Select two.) 

A. use the bpexpdate command to change the expiration date of the image 

B. use the bpretlevel command to customize the retention level 

C. use the bpmedia command to suspend the tape 

D. use the bpduplicate command to create a copy with an infinite retention 

E. use the vmchange command to set the tape to never expire 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

VMware type backups of a newly added Windows Server 2008 guest virtual machine are failing with the following
status: 

156: snapshot error encountered 

The associated bpfis process log indicates that the attempt to quiesce this virtual machine failed. 

Which two steps should the administrator perform to resolve the issue? (Select two.) 

A. enable VMware Tools in the virtual machine 

B. disable Block-Level Incremental Backup in the policy 

C. install the NetBackup plug-in for vSphere Web Client on the guest virtual machine 

D. confirm Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service within the guest virtual machine is performing properly 

E. ensure the virtual machine display name contains ASCII characters 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Using the default values in the activity monitor, a failed job is discovered among hundreds of jobs that ran during the
evening. The administrator would like to view all related jobs to verify they completed successfully. 

Where in the activity monitor can the administrator find all related parent and child jobs? 

A. right-click the failed job and select Sort, and sort by Job PID 

B. double-click the failed job and select the Detailed Status tab 

C. right-click the failed job and select View Job Hierarchy 
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D. right-click the failed job and select Troubleshooter 

Correct Answer: C 
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